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radiologists   often   miss   signs   of   cancers   that   are   retrospectively   visible   in 







using  the Hierarchical  Clustering  based  Segmentation   (HCS)   [2]   [3]   [4]  process. 
Brief description of the implementation of this CAM system is as follows : Using the 
approximate location and size of the abnormality, obtained from the user, the HCS 






































in  a  process  known as   segmentation.  The signals  are   then  subjected   to  a  probabilistic 











systems  are   trained  and  secondly   the  way  the   systems  are  used.  The  limitation  of   the 
training   process   is   that   the   training   samples  might   have   had   features   associated  with 
symptomatic lesions. In the actual usage environment the abnormalities might have less 
obvious mammographic features than symptomatic lesions. Consequently this might lead 











outlined   briefly.   Secondly   the  methodology  adopted   to   implement   the   designed  CAM 
system, using the HCS process, is discussed. Then the performance of the designed CAM 




allowable  dissimilarity  between   the  different   regions.  As   the  allowable  dissimilarity   is 
incremented; at any particular level in the hierarchy, the HCS process clusters together all 
the pixels  and/or  regions that  have dissimilarity among them less   than or equal   to  the 
dissimilarity allowed for  that  level.  At each level   the HCS process yields an optimized 

















Inspecting   the  HCS process   output   the   user   selected   the   region  corresponding   to   the 
abnormality (Red Figures 2 b, c and d). The area within the approximate circular boundary, 
other than the abnormality, was selected as healthy, (Green Figure 2 d). Inspecting the HCS 
process  output   the user  also selected  a  location,  within  the abnormal  area,  which was 
considered as the core of the abnormality (Yellow Figure 2 d and e). 






























Figure   2:  mini­MIAS   mammogram   (Image­ID   mdb102)   with   the   location   and   the 
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mdb002 Fatty Glandular Circumscribed Benign 16.08% B (True ­ve)
mdb005 Fatty Circumscribed Benign 30.50% B (True ­ve)
mdb012 Fatty Circumscribed Benign 40.50% B (True ­ve)
mdb028 Fatty Circumscribed Malignant 81.96% M (True +ve)
mdb075 Fatty Asymmetry Malignant 52.81% M (True +ve)
mdb083 Fatty Glandular Asymmetry Benign 43.77 % B (True ­ve)
mdb090 Fatty Glandular Asymmetry Malignant 67.37 % M (True +ve)
mdb092 Fatty Asymmetry Malignant 53.86% M (True +ve)
mdb095 Fatty Asymmetry Malignant 61.48 % M (True +ve)
mdb097 Fatty Asymmetry Benign  48.79 % B (True ­ve)
mdb099 Dense Glandular Asymmetry Benign  48.18 % B (True ­ve)
mdb102 Dense Glandular Asymmetry Malignant  65.72 % M (True +ve)
mdb104 Dense Glandular Asymmetry Benign 32.43% B (True ­ve)
mdb110 Dense Glandular Asymmetry Malignant 77.88% M (True +ve)
mdb141 Fatty Circumscribed Malignant 82.64% M (True +ve)
mdb270 Fatty Glandular Circumscribed Malignant 53.23% M (True +ve)
